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Just like in many countries, many property valuers use property valuation in Australia to provide
accurate and quality answers of every questions usually asked by their clients regarding the value of
their real property. Property valuation not only helps a real estate appraiser but it also helpful for
both property buyer and seller. By this process, it is easy to solve multiple issues and questions
regarding your property. 

The first and the primary step of property valuation Brisbane is an agreement between the client and
the appraiser. A property valuer in Brisbane agrees on providing the valuation services in return for
a fee. An opinion of the market value of a particular property is the primary objective of most
appraisal projects. In general, once an appraiser delivers the results of the appraisal to the client,
the service agreement is completed. The valuation process includes all of the necessary steps to
accomplish these valuation tasks.

In case of scientific method, the property valuation process is much different than a simple valuation
process. In this procedure, the valuation process is divided into multiple set of procedures. The
number of steps is dependent on a variety of variables. In this procedure the property valuer
combines the market research and data analysis by using some property valuation techniques to
create his/her own opinion about the value of property. This procedure is well supported and
normally used by almost every sensible property valuer.

Once the property is assigned to the appraiser, it is necessary to complete the whole procedure to
get an accurate and a suitable understanding of the market in which the property resides. This
market analysis allows the property valuer to appraiser to keep an eye on over the vibrant
relationships between the forces, factors and participants mixed up in the  house price valuation. 

The basic purpose and objective of real estate appraisal is to get an accurate and complete value
assumption that reflects the important factors involved in the market value. 

There are three types of property valuation methods that usually used for determining the value of
any kind of property:

1) The Cost Approach Method 

The cost approach method normally the most simplest and effective way for price determination. In
this approach the value is determined by the cost of its components â€“ land and improvements. Here
are the few methods of how it works: 

â€¢	Estimate the landâ€™s value as if vacant. 

â€¢	Estimate the replacement cost of the building.

â€¢	Estimate the buildingâ€™s loss in value from depreciation.

â€¢	Subtract the buildingâ€™s depreciation from the estimated replacement cost. 

Calculate the value of the property by adding the estimated land value to the depreciated value of
the building. .
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2) The Sales Approach Method

This method is usually used by comparing the property to current sales of similar properties in the
real estate market.

3) The Income Capitalization Method

In this approach the value is determined by converting its anticipated earning power into property
value.

All of these three methods are interconnected with each other and mostly used by every real estate
valuers gold coast. These three methods will help you to determine the exact and accurate value of
your property.
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